
The Hot Tub

Remove the cover.
Take the thick central pole out of the cover and put it at the back of the
seat and secure it through the two loops (the seat will lean against it). 
Put the chimney onto the fire box.
Fill the hot tub using the hose. IT MUST be filled to the mark on the
chimney or damage may occur to the tub.
When the tub is filled to the line turn the hose off.
Take the square lid off of the fire box place a fire lighter or piece of dry
bark flat in the horizontal part of the fire box and light it.
When this has been alight for a minute you can build it up - put some
smaller pieces of wood and bark on to the fire lighter and some larger
pieces either side. Make sure they are all lying flat in the fire box.
Put the square lid back on but not fully - leave a gap so the firebox will suck
air in and get the fire going (see diagram).
Feed the fire with logs every 20-30 minutes and the water will be warm
after approx 2 hours (plan ahead) 
Once warm it is easy to keep the fire alight and have several hours of hot
tubbing!
Relax and enjoy!
When you have finished with the hot tub let the fire go out and let the fire
box get completely cold before you let the water out (otherwise damage
may occur to the tub). 
There is a little tap at the bottom of the end with the fire box to let the
water out.
Please replace the tap/stopper and put the cover back on
The water can stay in for 2 days but NO MORE. We suggest emptying it
each day. 

This property comes with a Hikki wood fired hot tub, they are a Swedish brand
and we love them! 
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